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contamination of the outdoor air, the building envelope will remove part of the pollutants.
Provided that doors and windows are tightly closed, the indoor concentrations will be

lower than rnight be expected based on air exchange rate and sink rate alone.

CONCLUSION

The study presented here indicates that SO, and NO, gases are partly removed by the
building envelope. As the air exchange increases the trend is towa¡ds increasing removal
rates, resulting in a decreasing penetration factor. Since the velocity of the air penetrating

the building envelope of real residences is larger, the removal of pollutants will be more

efficient, and penetration factors may be lower. Exposure of the test house to NO, gas

resulted in elevated levels of NO inside the test house, appearently because the NO' gas

penetrating the test house was partly reduced by the building materials to NO. The removal

tate for NO,, as well as the emission of NO, tends to increase with increasing air exchange

rate. Future investigations should include wind effects, different relative humidities, other
pollutants, and other building materials. Furthermore, the reduction of NO, by building
materials should be studied in more detail.
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MBASURING VENTILATION RATES ON A LARGE SCALE

Hans Stymne and CarlAxel Boman

The Swedish National Institute of Building Research, Gãvle, Sweden

ABSTRACT

The paper presents the application of a passive tracer gas technique for ventilation measurements
within a large nation-wide indoor climate study in Swedish dwellings (the ELIB-study). The
nrcthod and experimental design are described, together with experiences gained from the project.
The evaluation and error analysis techniques a¡e discussed from an example. Special attention is
paid to the accuracy ofthe results and probable causes and size of errors. It is shown that the
ventilation flow rates could be estima¡ed within an acceptable degree of uncertainty.

INTRODUCTION

Âs part of a nation-wide energy and indoor climate survey in Sweden during the winter season
l99ll92 (the EllB-project) the ventilation rates in a statisúcal sample of the stock of Swedish
du'ellings have been measured using a passive tracer gas method. For a¡l overview of the ELIB-
study, see a paper by Norlen & Andersson presented at úlis conference.

'llc prcsent paper shortly describes the passive lracer gas technique, which has been used and
$crves to report the routines involved, the evaluation process and some experiences gained from
thc project. Special attention is paid to the possible magnitude and causes oferrors in the
conrputcd values ofventilation flow rates.

The overall result and a statistical treaÍnent of the study is presented in a paper by Boman
Xronwall at this conference.

Itu'rHoD

l'a-ssive tracer gas techniques for ventilation measurements

1lc gcncral principles of the passive tracer gas technique (PFT-technique) for venrilation
mcasurements have been described in several papers the last few years. In the present work the
SIB passive tracer gas technique has been used. This method which is a variant of the general
conccPt, has been developcd at the National Swedish lnstitute for Building Research. It has been
tJescribed in detail elsewhere (l), and therefore only a short summary is given here.

Thc technique involves the following steps:

l. Diffusion sources, with a constant tracer gas emission rate are disÍibuted in the dwellings.
Two different tracer gases were used, both of the perfluoro-carbon type: perfluorobenzene (A)
rnd pcrfluoromethylbenzene (B).
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2. Diffusion air samplers a¡e distributed in the dwellings. For this type of sampler the trapped

amount of tracer is directly proportional to the s mpling time and the average tracer

"on""nt 
ution at the sampiing pbint. The samplers are standa¡d charcoal sampling tubes, open at

á"1 ."¿. During non samplingperiods, the opening is covered with a plasúc cap.

3. Afær a suitable sampling time, the samplers are analysed at the labofatory.for the amount of

o"O*á Eacer, using liquiJexraction, gas chromatographic separation and electron capture

deæction.

4. The average ventilation rate is computed from the analysed ¿rmount of tracer and other known

Pafameters.

ln the one-zone approach only one type of trace . In this approach it is assumed that it

itport:tur., uvãilutnpring, ó out"in 
" 
si ualue of the concentration of the

ou.., g", in it 
" 

.i. leavini the measured e total ventilation rate Q can be

calculated from this concenúat¡on (C) an ission rate ( rh ) using the simple rnass

balance for tracer gas:

o (l)

twodifferenttypesoftracefgasesa¡eused-oneineachzone'l¡this
s possible, by air sampling to get representative valu.es for the

r gases in thè air leaving each zone. There are four different

concentrations involved in the mass balance'

The inverse flow matrix Q'l can be calculated from the measured concentrations and the known

úacer emission rates rh .

The general proposed positions of samplers is to sample at identilìable air exhaust points (e.g.
kitchen, outside bathroom and at other exhaust points) . An extra sampler (not inænded for
evaluation of the total ventilation flow rate) is also positioned in source rooms. A minimum of
two samplers in apartments and three in houses, besides those in the source rooms were used.

In single storey apartments one source (type A or B) was pl In one-family
houses two sources (A and B) were used - one in the living preferably in
a bedroom. If there were two storeys, the sources were posi levels.

Motivation for deployment of samplers and sources

ln the mass balance equation for evaluation of the total ventilation flow rate, the p€rtinent
concentation is that of the air leaving the system. Therefore, if the mixing of tracer gas is not
uniform, the ai¡ should be sampled, where most of the air is exp€cted to leave the zone, i.e. at the
exhaust points. In the one-zone approximation, it is assumed that the concentrations are equal at
all exhaust points. However, this will seldom be the case, and the air shoukJ therefore be sampled
at more ùan one exhaust point, in order to evaluate the extent to which the one-zone
approximation is valid.

Tlc choice of the living room for the position of the tracer gas source, is due to the fact that it is
has the greatest supply ofair. Therefore, it is assumed that tracer gas
ill give the most uniform spreading of the tracer gas towards rhe exhaust
by a series of experiments in both laboratory and field.

The ELIB study was preceded by an extended lìeld tes¡ in approx. 20 apartments and houses,
r¡ here the routines and evaluation techniques were tested.

frror estimation

'lìcre are several sources of uncertainty involved in the measurement. Fbstly, there a¡e
uncenainties connected to the t¡acer gas technique itself. Those uncertainties have been studied in
ûc laboratory. Below, these sources of error have been listed together with their relative standa¡d
rlcliationss [7o].The total uncertainty in the technique isobtainedfrom the square rootof t]re
rum of squares of the individual snndard deviations.

<mission rate from tracer gas sources 8Vo
.rampling rate in sampling tubes 5Vo
.umpling rate calibration 5Va
'ualysis 3vo

'total (technique) ll.lVo

Thc sccond, often more important source of uncertainty is due to the facr that the assumptions
m¡dc in tlre calculation model are not exactly valid during measurements. The two most
dnf.on¿rnt efror sources due to the measuring object afe that the sampling points are not
rtPrcsentative of air leaving the zone and that the ventilation rate mighc have varied during the
.nc¡surctnent period. The former of these enor sources ¡s eslimated by using more lhan one
rurrplcr locatcd at different possible air exhaust points in the zone. The standard deviation (s¡)
trtr¡ccn the ventilation flows calculated from each of these samplers is used as an estirnate oithe
rntcrlainly of the zone flow, due to this source of enor. Integrating sampling of t¡acer gas, yields
¡¡ untlcrcstitnale o[ the calculated ventilation flow, if the flow ratc varics during thc sampling

m

e
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(2)

where it is assumed that tfacer gas A has been emined in zone I and tracer B in zone 2' As an

example c ¡ r stands for the conãntration in zone I of the tracer gas emined 'n zone 2.

Field investigation

The ELIB indoor air quality study, in total involved 1500 dweltings and included measuring

averages of ventilation rates during approximately one month. Due to the large size of tlre stud¡ '

i, *ur"n.."rr.ry ro use a simple u,i¿ *ãlt-¿"nned method for measurement and evaluation'

The measurement protocols were prepafed in advance at the laboratory, with all available

information filled in, inctuding thå pioposed locations of all the equipment, on available plans ol

the dwellings. A trained st"ff õt conruttants visited the homes and staned the measuremcnt' An¡

deviations tronr the proposcd locations wcrc nolifìcd by thcnr. Alìcr a month thc occupattts

retumed thc measuring devices to the laboratory by mail'



time. This underestimate may be as large as l57o for naturally ventilated houses, but has not been

taken account of in the error calculation.

The third important source of error is contamination and other mistreatment of samplers.

Contamination causes calculated ventilation flows to be ¡oo low, and thus gives a varying

compleæly ruled out, as an influence on some of the data.

Evaluation

The calculation of the total ventilaúon flow rates was performed by use of the comPuter program

EXCEL, in which all the pertinent da¡a, including the result of the analysis was included. The

calculation can be illustrated by the example given below'

O $mpler 3

¡ource BO

I sempler I

sarnpler 2 O
source AO

zone 2

zone f

Fig. l. Positions ofsources
and samplers in a two-
storey house

From this example, it is evident that the tracer gas, which is
emitted in zone I is spread fairly evenly between the two zones, as
indicaæd by the low value of the relative standard deviation s,
(l2.8Eo). However, the trace¡ gas emitted in zone 2, has a very
uneven distribution between the two zones (sr= 37,9Vo).

This behaviour is very common in two-storey houses. Most nvo
storey-houses have an open stairway, The stack effect means that
most air at the top level emanates from the ground level. Thus,
both levels will have approximaæly the same concentration of t¡e
tracer emitted at the ground level.

ln a case Iike this, the one zone approximation, using only the tracer gas emitted at the ground
level, would give a satisfactory result. However, calculation according to the two zone
approximation is always tried when possible. The elemenrs in üre q'l-rn"oix (see equation 2)
for the illusrated case are shown in the rable 2 .

For each sampling point a Q -value (corresponding to the ventilation flow rate in a perfectly

mixed ventilation) is calculated from:

- x (rt' r)
9'= lyl

gas on the samplers, rh the emission

ed anount of tracer at the measuring

mlly been determined to be l8'10-6

I¡ the one-zone approach the total ventilation rate Q is computed from the harmonic average of

the Q -values at the sampling points.

The relative srandard deviation of the computed total ventilation flow rate, due to different

ana.lysed amounr of tracer at the different sampling points (s¡) is calculated from the standard

deviations of the Q -values, divided by the calculated total ventilation flow ¡ate (Q).

For rhe two zone calculation, the calculation scheme is indicated i¡t the table L

Table 1. Calculation for one- and two-zone

Table 2. Elements in the in tlre inverse flow marrix q-l
ur6r
r/88

Ul45
vu9

Tle elements of the flow matrix Q a¡e obtained by inversion of the Q- I -."trix and are displayed
in table 3 in bold numbers.

Table 3. Elements in the flow matix and the inter-zone flows,

Table 3 shows that there is a total ventilation flow rate of 149 m3/h to the house, very close to the
val_ue computed with the one zone approximation, using the tracer gas emitted in zone I only
( I 55 mr/h, see table I , and that very linle air is exchanged directly between zone 2 and the
rmbicnt. In this case, the 2-zone approximation gives reasonable resulls, and can be used to
compute the total ventilation flow rate. However, in many cases, fhe two zone approximation
f¡ils. In these cases, the total ventilation flow rate has been computed from a weighted average of
thc lwo one-zone approximations. The weighing functions being the rotal variances in rhe
computed one-zone flows. The total variances for the one-zone flows in the example given above
üe:

sl=(0.t282+0.lll2).e,^=O.ló92.ei and srr=(0.3792 +0.ll1z¡.q14.:e+z.gl (4)

(3)

and 52 =
så 'st^

sl + s'n
(s)

outdoof
ll8
3t
r49

2
-t4t
l6l
20

from zone
I

259
-131
128

to zone

I

2

outdoor

total
effor
Vo

r6.9
39.5

srVo

12.8

37.9

a
lmJ^rl

155

t26

one zone
aD9rox.

T
tht

970
970

rh
tngìl

27420
9660

t79
88

q3
I 

^JÁ¡ 
I

2.67

t.7l

zone2

M3
lngì

q2
f mJ¡lìl

t48
IM

M2
{ncl

3.23

1.04

9r
lmJ/hl

t42
183

-------- zone I ---------

M1
lnsl

3.31

0.82B
total relative enor = 15.6 9o= t49Two zone calculation

tfacer
t)?e

A

*hich yields a total ventilation flow Q = laS.6 m3¡h, wirh an estimared standard deviation Sof
15.6?/o.
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::lf1ß, HEI,SINKI OFFICE ENVIRONMENT STUDY: AIR CHANGE IN

D,fECHANICALLY VENTILATED BUILDINGS

J¡ssi Teijonsalot, Jouni J.K. Jaakkolat''z and Olli Seppänent

.- tlabr¡:i¡rtory of Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning, Helsinki University of
TechnologY, Finland

Ðepadment of Public Health, University of Helsinki, Fi¡land

ABSTRACT

In this study the ventilation of office rooms of 1782 persons were measured in 33 randomly
selected office buildings in Helsinki metropolitan a¡ea. Ventilation system characteristics in
these buildings were also studied.

The average exhaust air flow rate v¡as 1.2 1/s,m2 or 17.2 1/s,occupant. The variance of air
flows was found to 'rre very high among the buildings, and among the rooms in a buildhg.
This indicaæs poorly balanced air flows in office buiidings. Therefore, even though
ventilation rates on the average comply with the Firurish building code (1), many people
are exposed to either too low or too high ventilation rates.

Most office buildings in the Helsinki metropolitan have a ducted supply and exhaust system
with hot water radiator heating. Air recirculation is used in about half of the buildings with
mechanical supply and exhaust systems.

INTRODUCTION

This study is a part of the Helsinki Office Environment Study with a general objective to
study the building related determinants of health and well-being of the office workers.

The magnitude of air change affects both the concentrations of chemical and biological indoor
air poilutana and the components of thermal climate, such as air æmperature and velociry,
thus it is an important factor in the health and well being of the office workers (2).

The type-and performance of a heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) system
affect the indoor air quality of the building or ventilation zone. The symptoms and
perceptions concerning health and comfort of an occupant have been attributed to the
characteristics of the HVAC system (3). There is evidence that buildings with mechanical
supply and exhaust, especially in connection with v/ater-based humidification or air
conditioning might present a greater risk of the symptoms connectd to the sick building
syndrome than naturally ventilated buildings (4)(5).

The aim of this study w:rs to assess the magnitude and balance of mechanical air change in
office buildings of Helsinki metropolítan. Also the use of air recirculation, humidification, air
conditioning, the qpe of heatirrg and filæring systems as well as the size and age of the
buildings were studied.


